Well-Being
and Self-care
Techniques
Building in habits of self-care are a priority
not a luxury. When demands are at the
highest, we often let go of these habits,
but this is when you need to take care of
yourself most. A habit takes time to build
so keep going even if you don’t see instant
results. Try different self-care techniques
to see what works for you.
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Five Ways to Well-Being
The Five Ways to Well-being were developed by New
Economics Foundation in 2008 as part of a project which
drew on global research and evidence to create a set of
actions which people can use as part of their daily life to
improve their own well-being.

Take Notice
Take on a more curious mindset and pay more
attention to your surroundings.
Take a different route on your journey to work
Visit a new place for lunch
Choose a moment during the day to savour

Connect
Connect with people around you… family, friends,
colleagues, neighbours
Talk to someone instead of sending an email
Put five minutes aside each day to find out how
someone really is

Learn
Set yourself simple goals of learning something new
which is your choice, something that you will be
really interested in rather than a topic that’s required
Sign up for a course
Re-discover an old hobby

Be Active
Regular physical activity is associated with lower
rates of depression and anxiety and promotes better
mental health.
Find simple ways to get physical in your everyday
routine
Go for a walk at lunchtime
Do some ‘easy exercise’ such as stretching before
you set off for work each morning

Research something you have always wondered
about
Give
Give your time to help others or share your
knowledge
Commit to an act of kindness on a weekly basis for
the next 6 weeks
Smile at a stranger when you’re out shopping
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Some other Techniques…
Go Outdoors
Being in and around nature can help you think more
clearly and feel more relaxed and refreshed.
Spending time outside can also bring down your
heart rate, blood pressure and stress hormones.

Listen to music
Listen closely, not just as background. The more
you notice, the less you will dwell on your other
thoughts. This calms the activity in your brain
(fewer neurons fire into your amygdala).

Prioritise
Not everything has to be done or can be done in
one day! Reassess what are essential tasks and
set yourself realistic expectations of what you
can achieve making sure you fit some ‘reset’ and
‘relaxation’ times into your day. Don’t set unrealistic
to-do-lists that will just set you up to fail! Recognise
and celebrate what you have accomplished (even the
small things) at the end of each day.

Practice Gratitude
Take a few minutes at the start and end of the day
to think of things in life that you are grateful for.
Research shows that a regular nightly gratitude
practice where you identify ‘three things that have
gone well today / that I am grateful for’ can support
your well-being.

Know how to ask for help
It is certainly not a weakness to ask for help. We
all need help at times, sometimes with our wellbeing and sometimes with practical tasks. Learn to
delegate too!

Yoga
Mixing yoga poses with controlled breathing helps
you bring your awareness to the present moment.
Evidence shows regular yoga practice helps to
lessen anxiety and your stress response.

If your compassion does not include
yourself, then it is incomplete.”
– Jack Kornfield
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The Five Second Rule
If you are feeling overwhelmed and stressed,
allow yourself a five-second stress-out. Count
backwards from five, allowing your thoughts to
race and go where they will, but once you hit zero,
move on from whatever it was causing you distress.
The countdown tricks your mind into thinking it
is getting its own way, and helps release those
anxious thoughts.

Get Creative
Activities such as painting, colouring, knitting,
baking, cooking, dancing and pottery can help
redirect your thoughts and tune out of the chatter
in your head. It is letting your inner child play. Get
immersed in the activity!

Resources
Happify
www.happifyhealth.com
The Happiness Planner
www.thehappinessplanner.co.uk

Books
Be Happy – Dr Rebecca Ray
Little Acts of Self-Care – Rebecca Dickinson

Self-care is giving the world the
best of you, instead of what’s left
of you.”
– Katie Reed

Breathing Techniques
Use your breathing to find stillness; pay attention to
the rhythm
Oxygenating your body promotes calmness
Examples: Three easy deep breaths; Breathe in for
four, hold for four, breathe out for four
Disclaimer. Some of the Apps, Websites and Books listed may involve costs. These are listed purely for example purposes only,
and are no way promoted or endorsed by either Live Well Consultancy and Coaching or the Doncaster Opportunity Area.
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